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The Company Case Study is a company producing drinking water in sealed

containers, including drinking water, cups and ptastic botties many sizes available.

Produce products under the brand of the company, and order production. At present,

the demand for drinking'water is |,ikely io increase, and there are serious competition

to grab the market share. Therefore, the purpose of this research to study the

apprcpriate fcrecasting rnethod for forecasting sales of drinking water. The forecast is

used to develop production planning, and the appropriate reserve inventory for

Drinking v'rater sales, by grouping pi'oducts with ABC Analysis, then the data of

products in Group (A) to forecast sales. The information obtained from the forecast

is used to devei.op the production p|an, and the provision of appropriate reserve

inventory for drinking water supplies in Group (A) using sales data for drinking water

from January 2014 tc December 2017 totaling 48 months. Grouping with ABC Analysis.

The product group (A) was 220 ml., Which was the highest sales volume of 5 1 .B 60/o

and had SKUs of 12.5c/o. The products were divided into 2 SKUs, narnelyf{ 1.2'X4

And TC LZX6. When the sales data for each SKU was predicted by the Crystal Ball

program, the most suitabte forecasting technique forTC 12X4 ivas SARIMA t3-,L,1)

(1,0,1) and technique Forecasting The most appropriate product for TC 12X6 Doubte

Moving Average is a deviation from the forecasi u'ue to lower and nrore accurate than

other techniques. The study of production planning. The reserve for TC 12X4 Drinking

rruater was 2,900 units and the TC 12X6 Drinking urater was equai to 3,100 units, and

the reserve inventory of the cup packaging was 450,000 cups. Then set as many as

150,000 cups for each order. lt can respond to 957o of service levels.
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